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A simple factorized scattering: theory is :suggested for the massless Goldstone fermions of
the trajectory flowing from the tricritical Ising fixed int to the critical Ising one. The
thermodynamic Bethe ansatz approach is applied to this scattering theory to support its
interpretation both analytically and numerically . As a generalization a sequence of massless TBA
systems is pro scd which seems relevant for the trajectories interpolating between two succes-
sive minimal CFT models . .R, and .W,_ a.

The most ambitious object of the two-dimensional relativistic field theory (RFD
is the classification of all possible local RFT's. The problem is equivalent to the
classification of all the isotropic and homogeneous universal scaling behaviors near
the critical points of 2D statistical systems. From the renormalization group (RG)
point of view this amounts to studying, at least qualitatively, the infinite-dimen-
sional space of local interactions and the topology of the RG flow on it [1]. in
this picture every local RFT corresponds to a particular RG trajectory, which
typically (in all the known examples) starts from a fixed point of the RG flow . This
point governs the UV behavior of the corresponding RFT and is called its UV
fixed point . Although it is not clear now whether any RFT exists with another type
of UV behavior, it is not a bad approach to the problem above to study first the
possible types of RG fixed points and then to explore the trajectories which can
flow from each one.
While all the field theories starting from the same UV fixed point look nearly

the same in the UV region, they have three different ways to proceed at larger
distances. The trajectory may stay at the fixed point forever . Otherwise it is drawn
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out and then flows to either some massive theory or comes to another fixed
which is called in this case its infrared OR) one.

In the first case the corresponding field theory looks the same at all distances.
i.e . i t is scale invariant. In fact, in 2D it exhibits a much re extended sy metnr.
the infinite-dimensional conformal one [2]. Exploiting the last, one is able to
much further analyzing these confo

	

al field theories (CFT) and up to now an
extended variety of different examples was found this way (see e.g . surveys [3-5]
and references therein) . Since every CFT is a comprehensive characteristic of the
corresponding RG fixed point, even the problem of complete classification of all
the ?D fixed points seems now not so hopeless .

Every trajectory flowing from a fixed point is drawn out of it by

	

e scale
invariant combination of relevant (and asymptotically-free marginal) scalar
tors present in the characteristic CFT. In a typical CFT there are finitely many
relevant (and marginal) fields and we are left with a finite-dimensional variety of
RFT's flowing out from the corresponding fixed point. With this observation the
ambitious problem outlined above seems at least visible . Moreover, it looks true,
that the whole information about all the RFT's flowing from a given fixed point is
encoded in the corresponding CFT (e.g. by the perturbation theory) and the
problem is how to extract it .

Typically most of the RG trajectories correspond to massive RFT's, which
exhibit at large distances a picture of massive excitations with a mass spectrum,
scattering theory, resonances etc., i.e . things most important for observations in the
high-energy physics and very familiar to every non-modern field theorist. Contrary,
a trajectory ending at another fixed point develops an infinite correlation length
and its large distance behavior is governed by the corresponding IR conformal
field theory. Field theories of this kind (which are called the interpolating ones)
are of special interest for the qualitative analyses of space J1, since as a rule they
separate RFT's with essentially different large-distance patterns.

In the CFT's known there are special relevant fields (the integrable operators),
which generate the field theories infinitely more symmetric than the general ones.
i.e . the so-called integrable RFT's. This extremely important observation was made
in ref. [6] . Methods of refs . [6-8] enable one to recover the structure of the higher
symmetries, which influence substantially the large-distance characteristics of
integrable RFT.
The drastically simplified scattering-picture of massive integrable RFT's is

known as the relativistic factorized scattering-theory (RFST) and was first ob-
served in the sine-Gordon model long ago [9,10]. Since that time a number of
RFST's has been constructed explicitly either by purely bootstrap approach [I 1-15]
or considering the structure of higher symmetries in particular integrable RFT's
[7,8,16-181. RFST's are easy to handle and the S-matrix bootstrap program, based
on the unitarity and analyticity of scattering amplitudes [19], turns out to be very
effective . Starting with a particular RFST one is able even to obtain lots of the

ra-
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~ d'_d ~ ( higl rr dimension operators) .	(1 .1)
ie : f

`vllere parameter M has the dimension of mass and there is an infinite series of
higher dimension corrections in the r.h .s . The next operator among them is
T-' ~-' - (~r~'

	

r~'t~r ) (up to derivatives) . While the choice of coupling 1 /M -'
before the leading IR interaction ( ~

	

~~~

	

) ~ TT is a matter of scale-normaliza-
tion, the couplings of the higher dimension terms in eq. (1 .1) influence essentially
the physical content of the theory and in principle are fixed (in the scale of the first
coupling 1 /M -' ) in the field theory under consideration . Ref. [22] approaches this
field theory by means of numerical analytic continuation from the TBA data of the
massive RFT, corresponding to the same ~~ ;, z~ perturbation of ~11,~, but with
negative coupling . In that paper the RFT flowing from ..ll~ in the positive
direction, whïch we are considering now. was denoted as .IIA(~ ) (contrary to the
massive ~11A~ .~ ', flowing in the negative direction). Here we keep the same
notations, denoting as well the positive and negative ~~ ;,~~ perturbations of ~l~� as

. ~'A( ± ) .
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The paper is organized as follows . In sect . 2 we consider the analytic properties

of massless factorized scattering and outline the scattering theory (1 .2) of .. . '
Goldstone fermions . The corresponding TBA equations are settled and analysed in
sect . 3 . In sect. 4 we perform a numerical study of these non-linear integral
equations, getting strong numerical evidences that they provide the correct analytic
continuation of the . //A'- ' TBA equations [221 . The .IlA' .' I TBA system admits a
series of straightforward generalizations . These are proposed in sect . 5 together
with the arguments s ; pporting their interpretation as the TBA systems of .//Née `.
p = 5A . . . ficid t `éeories (i.e ., the trajectories interpolating between the .//P and

. /,/P_ a fixed points) . At last sect . 6 contains a somewhat arbitrary list of problems
for subsequent work.

For .//A(4') field theory we expect the same spectrum of particles as in the
critical Ising field theory, i.e . a single massless neutral fermion . This spcctraEn
meets the .l7A(4') behavior in the infrared region, where it must coincide with the
critical Ising structure . In principle one can imagine also a number of massive
particles, like the Higgs boson, which do not influence the IK limit . Nevertheless
there are no evident obstacles preventing their decay into the massless Goldstone
fermions (see below), so we suppose that the last are the only stable particles in
the theory. The massless 2D kinematics distinguishes between the right-movers
R( p) with space momentum p > 0 and the energy spectrum e = p. and the
left-movers L(q) with q < 0 and e = -q. In turn the integrability requires the
scattering of Goldstone fermions to conserve the numbers of the left- and right-
movers separately together with the sets of their individual momenta. Moreover,

(1 .2
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every multiparticle scattering amplitude reduces to the amplitudes of two-particle
scattering and we can concentrate on studying the latter . Below we use symbols
R(p) and L(q) both to denote the fermions themselves and as the elements of the
non-commutative associative algebra, conveniently representing the factorized
scattering entity [ 12] . Since the limiting Ising model is free, we expect no scattering
of soft fermions . On the other hand, every pair of left-movers or right-movers can
be settled arbitrarily soft by an appropriate Lorentz transform . Therefore the pair
amplitudes of two right-movers and two left-movers are trivial

R( p) R( p') = -R( p) R( p) ,

L(q)L(q ' ) = -L(q' )L(q) .

On the contrary, the scattering between a right-mover and a left-mover introduces
the non-trivial amplitude S(s),

R( p) L(q) = -S(s)L(q)R( p)

	

(2.2)

where s = - 4pq is the invariant mass of the two-particle system . Shortly we argue
that S(s) is a meromorphic function of the invaraint variable s . For the soft
fermion scattering s - 0 it must become trivial : S(0) = 1 .

In general the two-particle amplitude is analytic in s . For the massive factorized
scattering it exhibits two square root branch points : the s-channel two-particle
threshold s = 4m 2 (m is the mass of the colliding particles), where the s-channe!
absorptive cut starts, and the ii-channel threshold s = 0, originating the it-channel
cut (fig . 1). This implies a multisheet structure of the Riemann surface, where the
amplitude is meromorphic . In the simplest cases of reflectionless scattering of
neutral particles there are typically only two sheets and the two cuts can be
replaced by the single one going from s = 0 to s = 4111 2 (fig . 2) . Note, that after this
substitution is done, the upper sheet in fig . 2 is not exactly the physical one; its
upper half-plane is physical but the lower belongs to the unphysical sheet, the

Fig . 1 . Physical sheet of two-particle scattering amplitude S(s). in is the mass of (lie colliding particles.
Analytic continuations along contours U and (' are related to unitarity and crossing-symmetry

respectively .
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Fig. 2. The simplest two-sheeet analytic structure of the two-particle factorized amplitude in the
massive case .

lower physical half-plane being that of the second sheet in fig . 2 . Denote the values
of the double-valued amplitude S(s) carried by the upper sheet in fig . 2 as S,(s)
and the values on the lower one as S,(s ). For the physical amplitude we have

S(s) = SI(s)

	

for

	

lm s > 0,

S(s) = S,(s)

	

for

	

lm s< 0 .

	

(2.3)

The unitarity and crossing-symmetry constraints, which physically require the
analytic continuations along the ways U and C in fig. 1, acquire the following
analytic content

SI(s) S,(s) = 1

	

(unitarity) ,

S,(s) = S,(4rn-' - s)

	

(crossing-symmetry) .

	

(2.4)

For massless particles m = 0 the cut in fig. 2 shrinks to a single point, where the
two sheets only contact (fig. 3) . The amplitude S(s) consists now of two separate
meromorphic functions S,(s) and S,(s ), the last being related as

SI(S) = S,( -s)

	

(2.5)

Fig . 3 . The two-sheet Riemann surface of the massless two-particle amplitude .
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and both satisfying the combined unitarily-crossing equation

Finally we have

where P(s) is an odd polynomial in s, which we set to zero below, expecting no
exponential growth of the amplitude as s --~ x. The physical sheet of the scattering
amplitude is free of poles, except for the lacuna 0 < s < 4m2, which is absent in the
massless case . Therefore all the complex numbers au. ; in eq . (2.7) are in the lower
half-plane, where they either are on the negative imaginary axis or enter the
product (2.7) in pairs symmetric with respect to it .
The long-wave expansion of amplitude (2.7) has the form

x 2S2k+1

	

1
S (s) = exp

	

r

	

2k + 1 F,
~,22kk_o

Sa(s)s,( -s) = S,(s)S,( -s) = 1 .

SI(S) =

1

	

1 2s 3 1
=1+2sE - +2s-' r-

	

+ 3

	

. +2
.i ~i

	

J /I1

	

J

Matching this expansion with the first order IR perturbation of action (1 .1) (see
diagram of fig . 4) we find

The next-order contribution -2 s --/M 4 is predicted unambiguously by the unitar-
ity, and the third-order perturbation depends in fact on the coupling of the next
term T 2 T 2 in expansion (1 .1) . As a natural first guess we choose the simplest
version of amplitude (2 .7) with only one purely imaginary A = -iM 2 (eq . (1 .2)) . In
the next section we shall see that the number of poles in expression (2.7) influences

e t,(%b
hc j - s

IL i

Fig .

	

4 .

	

Thc firat®e~ : el~~i° cli'igr,int Contributing to the tg,0-l'cn.I liort seattcring with action (1 .1) .

(2.6)

(2.7)

1
-)+ O(s4 ) . (2 .8)

(2 .9)
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essentially the content of the corresponding TBA equations, and the choice (1 .2) is
rather consistent with the UV behavior expected from the ~I/Al.i , field theory .

3 . TBA equations for ..//,/A14+1 massless scattering

For the purposes of this section it is convenient to parameterize the momenta p
and q of the right- and left-moving fermions as follows

p = ;M e3

	

for right-movers,

q = - '-, M e
_ß .

	

for left-movers,

	

(3.1)

introducing real rapidity parameters - x <,B, p' <x. Note, that in the parameteri-
zation (3.1) zero momentum corresponds not to p,,B' = 0, but rather to p --> - x
for the right-movers and p' --j x for the left-movers . The scattering amplitude
depends now on the rapidity difference

S(p - j8') = - tanh ( o -o' - i?r
)

.
2 4

	

(3.2)

It is straightforward to write down the TBA equations corresponding to the
massiess scattering suggested (for the derivation of reflectionless TBA equations
see refs. [21]) . Introducing the pseudo-energies -,(p) and E,(1~3'), corresponding to
the right- and left-moving fermions respectively, one writes

+ (1/27r)cp * log(1 +e -1 2) = 0,

-WR e -13 ' +F,+(1/27r)cp*log(1 +e -" , ) =0,

	

(3.3)

where as usual R is the circle length (or the inverse temperature [21]), * denotes
the rapidity convolution

already familiar 1'roni ref . [22] . The vacutlni energy E(R) of the periodic finite-

cp* log( 1 +e - t) = J dp'cp(8-p')log(1 +e - r*e 0'» (3 .4)

and cp(p) is the kern-l

1
~p(p) ®

-i ~rp
S(p)= cosh p ,

(3 .5)
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Note the striking similarity between egsa (1a; I and the TBA system . eorrcs ondi g
to the negatively-perturbed massive model .41N ., '[221. Althou in that ease the
system resulted from an apparently different non-diagonal scattering theory of
massive kinks, both systems can be classi icd as A -type (in the sense of ref® [36])
and differ only in the form of the °'energy° terms" . n sect . 5 this similarity will
used to guess the massless TBA systems, corresponding to .

	

N®; ' . P = 5, t) . . . .
trajectories, modifying the energy terms in the previously suggested .//A' ~-) systems
[?°?1 .

Let us turn to the analyses of system (3.1) . In the UV limit. R - 0 it goes exactly
as in the massive ..!/A'4 ° case [??] . At ß > 0 one distinguishes three essentially
different rapidity regions . In the central region 13 << log(I/MR) one can neglect

the "energy terms" in eqs . (33.3) ; here both pseudo-energies F,(ß) and F,(ß) are
nearly constant F 1 . 2(P ) = F(0) with

dilogarithm function

V5- + 1
X = e -,(I)) =

	

2

	

3.7

Then, after an intermediate region ß - log(1/MR), where the behavior of func-
tions F,,,(ß) is more complicated, the large ß region comes as ß >> log(I/MR). In
this region

;MRe~-'-, logt+O(e -10 ),

F ,(ß) = ('-,MR - 2E(R)/M)e -13 + O(e- '13 ) .

	

(3.8)

The behavior at negative 8 follows from the evident symmetry F,( - .8) = ß. ,(l3) of
system (3 .3) . The standard central-charge calculation gives the leading R - 0
behavior

1

	

x

	

1 7T
'E(R) - -

7rR
~2Y(

I + X

	

2

	

60R

	

(3.9)

in agreement with the l/ central charge c = 7/10. In eq . (3.9)

	

'(x) is the Rogers

x

d t

	

log t

	

+ log(1 - t)

	

,
	(3 .10)q

	

1 -- t

	

t
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which is exactly the same as the A, functional system of ref. [22] . In the same
as in ref. [3h] one speculates that Y�(ß ), a = 1. 2 are entire functions of
everywhere convergent expansions

from which one expects the following regular expansion of the scaling function

(3 .15)

This is in accordance with the perturbative structure expected in ../Mt -s '. Although
up to now it is not clear how to extract the expansion coefficients F� from the TBA
equations analytically, few of them are evaluated numerically in the next section .
This results in precisely the same numbers as were found in ref. [22] by numerical
analysis of ffA(4 ' TBA equations . The only difference is it the opposite signs of
all the odd terms (see table 2). Due to the perturbative analyses of ref. [22] this
coincidence implies in particular that expansion (3.15) is in numerical agreement
with the

IA(')
perturbation theory.

In the IR region R --~ x massless TBA system (3.3) predicts behavior completely
different from that characteristic for the massive TBA equations. At MR « 1 the
two equations in (3.3) do not influence each other essentially and the Casimir
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energy is that of massless 1Vlajorana fermions

Taking into account a small interaction between these two equations, it is straight-
forward to develop a systematic asymptotic 1/(MR, _-pansi it~ of. the scaling
function f(R). One finds this way

f(R) =

ALB. Zainoloclchikor, / Tricritical to 1'rltlcal /sing

E( R) - - 7r/12R

	

R -> x .

	

(3.16)

1
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(3_17)
192 100 64 320 49

where t = 27r/3(IdR)- .
This asymptotic series can be compared with the large R perturbative cxpan-

sion, predicted by the I R effective action (1 .1) . The first two terms in the
perturbation expansion, where only the first operator TT in the effective action
0 .0 contributes, were quoted in ref . [22]

c +
( c )2

	

c
12

	

24

	

24 )

where for our definition (1 .1) of the TT coupling constant a = - 32T-;in-2R-'. At
c = 1/2 this is in agreement with the first three terms of (3.17) . Note, that at the
next IR order a 3 the next operator T -'T, contributes . Comparing the perturbative
calculations with the t 3 Term in (3 .17) one can in principle recover the correspond-
ing coupling . Anotncr way is to compute perturbatively the s' term in the
two-goldstone scattering amplitude . matching it then with the long-wave expansion
of the exact one (1 .2) .

. Numerical work

Under the obvious symmetry ~,(ß) _ ~,(-ß) system (3.3) becomes a single
non-linear integral equation

1
-'-,MRe13+e(ß)+(1/2 -,-~)J

cosh( j8

	

log( 1+e -'(

	

)do ' =0,

	

(4.1)
ß +ß

with the Casimir energy

E( R) _ -( M/2;r )f dßel' leg( 1 + e -u(ß>) .

	

(4.2)
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Fig. 5 . Casimir-energy scaling function .f(AIR) . The result of numerical solution of eq . (4.1) .

This equation was solved numerically by an iterative procedure, where the function
c((3) was supported by a discrete set of values with the rapidity step -]ß = 0.2 . This
results in the 14 decimal digits accuracy data for the scaling function f(R ), which
are presented in table 1 and in fig . 5 . The curve of fig . 5 interpolates smoothly
between the limiting central charge values c = 7/ 10 at R -> 0 and c = 1 /2 at
R->x,

Having subtracted the first two terms in expansion (3 .15) we performed a more
careful numerical analysis of the rest part at small R . It supports the analytic
structure of eq. (3 .15) and gives the first several coefficients F� , which are quoted
in table 2 . For comparison we present there also the expansion coefficients F� of
the .//A( 4 ' scaling function

corresponding to t"e negatively (1)(1 .3) perturbed tricritical Ising model. Several
numbers F� were computed in ref. [22], shirting from the ( RS®S)3 scattering
theory of kinks ; in in eq . (4.3) is the kink mass . dhe first two coefficients F, and F3
were found to be in agreement with the ,//A 4 perturbation theory . Up to the



First coefficients F� and F� in regular expansions (4.3) and (3.15) for . /A'.~

	

and . r'lA4 ' ground
state scaling-functions
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Tnt3t.r 2

numerical precision achieved the numbers in table 2 are the same, differing only in
signs at odd ti, as it should be for the positive and negative coupling perturbations
of the same CFT model. Moreover, it turns out that even the scales defined by the
kink mass in in ///A( ' and the "Higgs boson mass" M in .,f/A(4 ' are the same, i .e .
M is in the same relation with the ZA 4 coupling A (which is defined by the action

A .^;=A./~4+Af<P(x)d2X

with 11) = 00 , 3) ) as the kink mass to (of course up to the sign of coupling) [22]

11 = (0 .148695516 . . . ) M415

A equations for . //A'p '
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(4.4)

(4.5)

This observation implies that the TBA system (3.3) gives correct analytic continua-
tion of the scaling function f(R) described by the (RSOS)3 TBA system of ref. [22],
apart from the vacuum-energy term -M -'R 2/87r, which has no trace in expansion
(4.3) .

In sect . 3 we observed an interesting similarity between the TBA system (3.3),
which follows from the penetrable massless goldstone scattering, and the system of
TBA equations derived in ref . [22] from the non-diagonal scattering theory
of massive kinks (the (RSOS)3 factorized scattering theory) . Both systems are of
A,-type (in the sense that the two separate integral equations are coupled as the
nodes of the A, Dynkin diagram) and have the same functional form (3.13),
differing in the R-dependent "energy terms" only . In particular the remarkable
coincidence of the functional TBA equations is definitely responsible for the same
structure of the Casimir energy UV behavior .

il F, F�

2 3.2946543241(1) x 1()-2 3.294654324120(3) x 10- -
3 - 1 .372260104(1) x 1()-2 1 .3722601035(2) x 10-2
4 3.681163(1) x 1()--4 3.681163(21) x 10-4
5 5.1110) x 1() -4 -5.1108(2) x 1 .' -4
6 8.42(1) x 10 - ; 8.425(4) x 10- ~
7 -2.38(5) x 10 - ; 2.35(5) x 10- ~
8 - 1 .3(4) x 10 - ~ - 1 .1(3) x 10-5
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In ref . [22] a series of Ap _2-type TBA systems was suggested, which were
verified to give the limiting UV behavior compatible with that expected in the
.~/MP ) field theories . Supposing .//A(,, ) to develop the (RSOS)P_ , kink scattering
picture, one finds these TBA equations to predict also the correct I R kink
statistics . It seems natural to try a slight modification in the energy terms of the
An _, TBA system to make it massless keeping the same UV structure . The
resulting system is well expected to t,rovide an analytic continuation to the positive
coupling constant values and therefore to describe the Casimir effect in the
interpolating //A(t;) field theories.
For every p = 4,5, . . . introduce n = p - 2 pseudo-energies -�(ß), a = l, 2, . . ., n,

which satisfy the following A,,-type TBA system

E� +(1/27r)cp*log[(1+e-'� -')(1+e- ' � +')] =0

	

a=2,3, . . . .11-1,

E� +(1/2-rr)cp*log(1 +e - t .,- ') ='-,MRe-13,

	

(5.1)

with the same kernel cp(ß) as in eq . (3.5) . The Casimir energy is related to the
solution of eq. (5.1) in the standard way

E( R) = - ( M/4-rr) f [eß log(1 + e - '~ l) + e -0 log(1 + e -' � )] d,8 .

	

(5.2)

The functional form of system (5.1)

Y,(ß + ;l'7-')Y�(13 -'-l '70 = ( 1 + Yb(I0) ) f""a=1,2, . . . . ti,( 5 .3)
b= t

where Y,(ß) = exp(-£ �(B)) and 1,,,, is the incidence matrix of the A � Dynkin
diagram, is exactly the same as that of the (RSOS)� + ,-related TBA system of ref.
[22] .
The UV central-charge calculation goes in the case of system (5.1) along

essentially the same lines as in ref. [22] and predicts the correct

	

central charge

Moreover, considerations based on the periodicity

Y�(ß + liTr(n + 3)) = Y� _,,+i(ß),

	

(5.5)



which follows from the functional system (5.3), permit one to expect the regular
UV expansion of the scaling function f = (R/2 7,r)E(R) in powers of R's('Z T '',

precisely as in the ífA(n ) case . A minor difference is in the single irregular to
commonly considered as the manifestation of the bulk vacuum-energy.

	

e corre-
sponding calculation is straightforward for even n and predicts it to amount
(- )"12M 2R 2/8-,r . Therefore for even n we expect the following R -j 0 expansion

x

f = - ,'-,cn + ( - )p
il2M2R2/8_ + Y (MR) .Ikl( îi +3)Fi,

	

n even .

	

(5.6)
k=z

For odd n additional logarithmic singularities appear in the UV expansion . Its
nature in //An field theories was discussed in detail in ref. [22] ; in short it controls
the thermodynamic singularity near the corresponding critical point and therefore
the coefficient of the log is an important characteristic of the .//P fixed point. In
appendix A it is argued that for odd n the expansion must have the corm

c

	

2

	

>)/2 ( MR )2

f= -

	

n -

	

( -
)(n-

	

log(MR) +

	

(MR)4k 1(n+3)F.~

	

n odd .
12

	

n +3

	

2~r

	

k=z

Turn to the IR limit R -* oc . Now in the central region -log(MR) << ß <<
log(MR) two border pseudo-energies £, and £� are large

E(R) -
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E, - ''-,MR eO ,

and do not influence much the equations for the rest pseudoenergies £, a =
2,3, . . ., n - 1 . The last are again nearly constant in the central region £u = -log YQ ,
but now

sin(-rra/( n + 1) )

	

2

sin(7r/(n + 1))

Again the standard central charge calculation results in the leading IR behavior

Ell -

6
6R 1

	

(ii + 1)(n + 2)

(5.7)

R--> oc,

	

(5.10)

i .e . what one expects from the trajectory flowing to the ./h_ , fixed point .
To get some insight about the next IR corrections one j:ay speculate as follows .

Neglect completely the influence of the two equations with a = 1 and a = n in the
central region - log( MR) <<,8 « log(MR). Then we are left with the A,,-, type
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TBA system for the rest pseudo-energies . Would this A� _ , system be exact one

could expect the periodicity (5.5), but now with the period t Ti (n + 1) instead of

ii-, (n + 3). This would lead to a regular expansion in powers of R -4/(" + ') like

1 ( -	6

12

	

1

	

(n + 1)(jt + 2)

6. Work to be done

x

+

	

8>, (MR)
4k/Ot+1) .

	

(5 .l1
k-2

The exponents here match in fact the dimension "(3, ,) = (p + 1)/(p - 1) of the
operator 'P( ;, )) in the infrared conformal field theory In refs. [31,32] this
operator was argued to attract the interpolating trajectory . .///A(+) to the
fixed point.
On the other hand, the i~(n + 1) periodicity is not an actual symmetry of the

system (5 .1) even at R large. Therefore the best thing we could expect from eq.
(5 .11) is that it is in fact an asymptotic expansion . However even this is not very
plausible . For, the operator 00, ,) is irrelevant in . //t, _ ) and the corresponding
perturbation theory is non-renormalizable . Therefore one expects the other irrele-
vant operators with different dimensions to be generated as counterterms . They
would lead to IR terms with some exponents not predicted by expansion (5 .11) . In
any case more study is definitely required to understand the IR structure of the
.//A(') scaling function.

Several problems arise in connection with the observations of sects . 1-5. Here
are some of them:

(i) It seems interesting to use the exact goldstone S-matrix (1 .2) and the related
TBA results like expansion (3.17) to recover the structure of subleading terms in
the effective action (1 .1) . Is it possible to reconstruct the whole I R effective
action?

(ü) Starting with the exact goldstone S-matrix (1 .2) and following the lines of
refs . [23-26] it is possible to construct the matrix elements of some local operators,
like_ the stress tensor trace, between the asymptotic states of massless fermions . In
particular this would provide us with the large-distance expansions (in the number
of intermediate Goldstone particles) of the correlation functions in .//A( + ) field
theory . This expansion is presumably convergent.

(iii) Can we use the spontaneously broken BUSY of . ,//A( + )
information?

(iv) Other versions of the massless scattering amplitude (2.7) with more compli-
cated structure of resonance poles seem worth studying . Some of them may
correspond to new integrable interpolating RFT's with the Ising I R fixed point .

(v) The most intriguing question about the TBA system (5.1) with p > 4 is : what
a massless factorized scattering theory it corresponds to? The presence of equa-

to get more
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tions without energy terms signals that this scattering theory is definitely non-diag-
onal . On the other hand system (5 .1) remains non-trivial even in an arbitrary deep
infrared : This implies some non-trivial and non-diagonal scattering between i.e.
right-moving particles (or kinks?). Switching off the interaction between the right-
and left-movers in the I R region we are left with the scattering theory of say
right-movers alone, which becomes scale invariant in this case . Whether it is
possible to describe the CFT structure of .///P in terms of massless scattering
theory?

(vi) Of course much additional work, both analytic and numerical, is needed to
verify the relevance of the TBA system (5.1) to ZIA(n ' field theory. The IR
structure of the corresponding scaling functions is also not completely clear.

I would like to thank VI .S . Dotsenko, V.A. Fateev, M. Ldssig and A.B .
Zamolodchikov for discussions and encouraging interest to the work.

Here we consider some properties of the reduced (or "kink") A�-related TBA
system, which corresponds to a special choice of the energy terms in the general
A � system . In the energy terms we keep only parts proportional to eß eliminating
all the e -13 contributions . E.g . the reduced TBA system (5.1) reads

where the notation

- '-,MR el' +,-, + (1/2-r)cp * L, = 0,

E� +( 1 /2 rr) L 1 �h~o *Lh =0

Appendix

a=2,3, . . .,n,

LJß) = log(1 + e' �cP»
1

	

(A.2)

is used . Due to the absence of e -0 in the energy terms, functions ~~,(ß) tend to
finite values E � ( - x) = - log x,, as /3 ~ - oc, where

sin((a + 1)7r/(n +3)) -
sin(rr/(n + 3) )

With the periodicity (5.5) functions

	

-J,8) and

	

LJß ) are in fact regular in
t = e-13 1(" + 3) at t = 0 and we can consider the following expansions

x

	

x
£ (t) _

	

F(Otti

	

L (t) _

	

L(k)t k
a

	

a ~

	

a

	

a

k=0

(A.4)
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where

	

log x� and L(,;)) = log(1 + x,,) . Of course the relation

1 + e -F«<r) = eL �(r)

permits one to find the coefficients -(k ) in terms of LW) with k' < k and vice
versa . The functional system (5 .3) reads

(,8 + 117r) + E,,(p

or, in terms of the expansion coefficients of eqs . (A.4)

2cos £(k) = L(k ) .
n + 3 "

	

at~

	

~>
n

The eigenvalues of the matrix M� ,, =1�,,x,,/(1 + x,,) are the following

7111

A z =2cos(27r/5), 41(')=(1,1),

( A .5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

Substituting E� _ - log x � +

	

)t "' and linearizing near the constant solution at
t = 0 we find

2cOS

	

7r171

	

(~») =

	

XI,

	

( 1?1 ) _

	

(A .8)
n + 3

	

"

	

E1
"~' 1 +X,,	b

AI,, =2cos
11 + 3

	

n1=2,3, . . .,11+ 1 .

	

(A.9)

We denote the corresponding eigenvectors as

	

n1 = 2,3, . . ., n + 1 .
Eq . (A.8) implies in particular that the term k = 1 is absent in expansions (A.4),

since 2 cos(77/(n + 3)) is not an eigenvalue of M,,,, . This is just the reason why the
regular expansions in eqs . (3.15), (4.3), (5.6) and (5 .7) start with k = 2. Another
consequence of eq. (A.8) is that developing the expansions (A.4), at every order
k = 2,3, . . ., n + 1 (mod n + 3) one is free to add to E(,,k ) an arbitrary amount
proportional to the eigenvector i;i), where cos(7rl/(11 + 3)) = cos(Vk/(n + 3)) . All
these ambiguities in total constitute an infinite-dimensional variety of solutions to
the functional system (A.6) regular at t = 0. Consider a few of the simplest
examples

(a) n = 2 . Two eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M� ,, are

A 3 = 2cos(37r/5) ,

	

i~(3) = ( 1, - l) .	(A .10)



The t-expansion (A.3) starts as follows
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where A and B can be chosen arbitrarily. The coefficients of t', i s and t' are
determined completely in terms of A and B and at the order t7 again we have an
ambiguity proportional to +Iiu3), etc .

(b) n = 3. In this case we have the following set of eigenvectors

and again

Eu = Eáo) +Agfu2)t2 + Bglu' )t' + . . . ,

A -,

A 3 = 0,

*(') = (3,4,3),

q1(3)=(1,0,-1),

q, (4) = (3,-4,3),

E� = E(") +AO,-)t2 + Bgru3)t 3 + CVfu4) t 4 + . . .

L(3 ) = ( -MR/6, 0, MRj-6) ,

A.11

(A.12)

(A.13)

Note, that in this example t3 = e". Considering the particular TBA system (A.1)
one readily observes the identity

EI(O) -EAJO) =''''MReP,

	

(A.14)

which is satisfied by expansion (A.13) provided B = MR/4. Therefore the coeffi-
cients L(; ) are fixed

(A.15)

independently on the other details of the solution .
This observation is important for the following reason . Consider the limit R - 0

in the original, non-reduced TBA system, say as in eq . (5.1) . Then in the central
region -log(1/MR) <<,8 << log(1 ;AIR) the solution L�(ß) expands in e-kß1("+3)

with both positive and negative k

Of course there are corrections due to non-linear interaction between the positive
and negative k terms in expansion (A.15), but as R - 0 they are subleading . The
leading amplitudes ~~(k ) are the same as for the reduced system solution (A.4) .

1: e 2kj3l(ii+3) (A.16)
kE ,Z

The leading R ---> 0 behavior of the coefficients L(k )(R) is

L(k)( R) = R`k 1( " + :~)y ( k)
a + corrections . (A .17)
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For odd n terms with k = ±(n + 3)/2 behave as

Lc

	

(11+ ;,~~, __ R e ±ß y( ± (ll+ )12) +l corrections, (A .18)
11

	

t

and are obviously responsible for the logarithmic gain in the integral (5.2) . The
coefficient of the logarithm is defined therefore by the coefficient 0" +')/-') in the
reduced solution (A.4) . This way from the value (A.15) one can read off the
logarithmic contribution at n = 3

i.e .

f=

	

4
+ I- MR

	

11 - log( MR

	

+ (regular expansion) .
:1 .1

The situation observed at n = 3 seems to be general for every odd n . At the
order k = (n + 3)/2 eq. (A.6) reads

LL cc" +-',)/2) = 0tl

L,," + ;,l2,=L(1,0, _ 1,0, 1, . . . . 0,( -)(11+3)/2)1

(A.20)

(A.21)

where L is some undefined number, which is multiplied in eq . (A.21) by the zero
eigenvector of matrix

	

On the other hand at every odd n we have

FI(J8) - ~ 3(ß) +£;(ß) - . . . +(
-)cll+~~~-~Jlll.') _ '-,MRe 0 .

	

(A .22)

Expressing the coefficients F,;" + 3'13 ' in terms of L(k' with k < (n + 3)/2 via the
non-linear relation (A.5) one finds in particular

01-D/2 1 +X,-

	

(-)

	

k+ I
L(_,n+

;)/-2' + possible non-linear terms = MR/2,

	

(A.23)
k=11

	

X-1k+I

where in principle there are terms non-linear in L(k' with k < 0i + 3)/2 . It turns
out, however, that no matter what a solution to eq . (A.6) is developed, the
non-linear terms do not contribute to the alternating sum of eq. (A.22) . Although I
have no general proof, this cancellation was verified for odd n up to n = 9 .
Using the identity

cll- D/ 2 1

1 +

	

=(n+3)/2,

	

(A.24)
k=0 ~

	

X'k+I ,



we find that in eq. (A.21)

f(RSOS )� . i - -
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L
MR

n+3'

C" +')

	

n
2
+ 3

	

27,-

( mR

	

-'

12

	

)
log(mR) + (regular expansion), (A.26)

References

(A-5)

and the coefficient of the logarithmic term in eq. (5.7) follows. Also for the
(RSOS ), p + , TBA system of ref. [22] one obtains at odd n

where m is the (RSOS )� + t kink mass. Since 1112(A) - (-0"
+3)/2. where A is the

,"/A � + , coupling constant (see eq. (4.4)), the logarithmic term in eq . (5.7) meets the
analytic continuation A --> -A of the corresponding term in (A.26) provided
m(A) = M( -A).
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